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APPLYING FOR THE STATE EXAM
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All California Bureau of Real Estate (CalBRE) application forms and processing times are
available at www.bre.ca.gov. For the sequential steps of the application process, see Figure 1 on the
next page.

HOW THE CALBRE LICENSING EXAM WORKS

The qualifying California Bureau of Real Estate (CalBRE) licensing exam for both salespersons and
brokers tests an applicant’s competency in:
the general and fiduciary duties between an agent and their principal;

•

the conveyancing of real estate and business opportunities;

•

the purpose and use of contracts and real estate documents, such as seller’s and buyer’s
listing agreements, purchase agreements, deeds, mortgages, leases, land sales contracts and
disclosures;

•

real estate economics and appraisal;

•

ethical practice in real estate; and

•

the real estate law governing all real estate transactions in California. [See Figure 2]
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Further, license applicants must demonstrate a proficient level of knowledge of the mathematical
computations common in real estate transactions. However, a relatively small number of questions
on the CalBRE licensing exam rely exclusively on the computation of mathematical formulas.
Further, math-oriented questions are given equal weight as all the other questions on the exam.
The salesperson exam contains 150 questions and is administered in a three hour 15 minute session.
The broker exam contains 200 total questions and is administered in two sessions of two hours 30
minutes each, with each section containing 100 questions.

Test taking and pre-exam study tips
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PRE-EXAM STUDY TIPS
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Have a solid grasp of real estate vocabulary.

Many of the questions on the salesperson and broker exam require the applicant to complete the
sentence by providing a real estate term to describe the concept or scenario provided. Thus, a
reliable understanding of real estate terminology is critical.
Key terms specific to a given area of real estate practice are listed at the beginning of each chapter
in this book. These Key terms are critical to your comprehension of the topics contained within that
section and your ability to correctly answer the sample questions covering that topic. A majority of
the sample questions in this book will test your knowledge of these critical Key terms and put these
principles in context.
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Further, each section contains a list of Exam jargon consistent with the subject matter of that
chapter. Exam jargon is highly specialized real estate terminology unique to the industry that has a
strong likelihood of appearing on the exam.

A
B C

This book contains a Glossary which features easy-to-understand definitions of all the
Key terms and Exam jargon referenced in these materials, as well as any other real estate
terminology necessary to successfully pass the state exam.

Take (and retake) the practice exams.
Take the five practice exams contained in the back of this book. The five exams contain 150 questions
each, the same length as the agent licensing exam (the broker exam contains a total of 200). Further,
the subject matter of the sample questions provided in this book is allocated in proportion to the
seven major areas of real estate practice covered on the state exam.

Chapter 1: Property ownership and land use controls and regulations
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Chapter 1: Property ownership
and land use controls and
regulations
Key Concepts

Critical real estate concepts equaling approximately 15% of the state licensing exam.
Classes of property			
Property characteristics
Encumbrances
Types of ownership
Descriptions of property
Government rights in land

Key Terms

•
•
•
•
•

Public controls
Environmental hazards and regulations
Private controls
Water rights
Special categories of land
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•
•
•
•
•
•

adverse possession (q. 36)
appurtenance (q. 37)		
easement (q. 17, 34)
eminent domain (q. 21)
encroachment (q. 47-48)		
encumbrance (q. 31-35)		
escheat (q. 4, 20, 21)
estate (q. 38-42)
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Fundamental real estate vocabulary likely to appear on the state exam with reference to the
quiz questions illustrating its application. See the Real Estate Glossary on page 255 for the full
definitions.
hypothecate (q. 28)
ingress and egress (q. 44)
life estate (q. 30)
lis pendens (q. 19, 35)
police power (q. 8-10)		
reversion (q. 26)
riparian rights (q. 12)		
section (q. 5)

solar easement (q. 45)
Subdivided Lands Law (q. 46)
Subdivision Map Act (q. 11)
tenement (q. 43)
township (q. 6)
zoning (q. 8, 10)
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JUST THE FACTS
Classes of property
For most people, the term property means a physical or tangible thing, i.e., something which is
owned, such as land, a car or share of stock. However, property is more broadly defined, focusing on
the rights which arise out of the object. Thus, property is sometimes referred to as a bundle of rights
in a thing, which for the purposes of this material is specifically real estate.
Property is anything which can be owned. In turn, ownership is the right to possess the property
owned and use it to exclude others from entry.
The right to possess and use property includes the right to:
• occupy;
sell or dispose;

•

encumber; or

•

lease the property.
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•

Next, the classes of property are divided into two primary categories:
• real estate, sometimes called real property; and
•

personal property, sometimes called chattel.
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Real estate is immovable and illiquid. Personal property is movable and defined, by way of
exclusion, as all property which is not classified as real estate. Both real and personal property can
be hypothecated, i.e., used as collateral for a loan while the owner retains ownership of the asset.
Personal property is transferred by a bill of sale signed by the seller. A search of public records will
NOT show title to personal property, but will for real estate.
Bundle of rights go with the land and are real property. Appurtenances, incidental rights in
adjoining property such as stock in a mutual water company, are real property as well. Crops can
be real when, like a fruit tree, they remain after harvesting the fruit. However, crops are generally
considered personal property when they are planted annually. Crops are also personal property
when they are harvested, mortgaged or sold.			

The physical components of real estate include:
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Property characteristics
•

the land;

•

anything affixed to the land, such as a fixture;

•

anything appurtenant to the land; and

•

anything which cannot be removed from the land by law.

Real estate includes buildings, fences, trees, watercourses and easements within a parcel’s horizontal
and vertical boundaries. Anything below the surface, such as water and minerals, or above the
surface in the air space, such as timber, is part of the real estate.
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Exam Jargon
Specialized real estate terminology related to financing. See the Real Estate Glossary on page
255 for the full definitions.
cramdown
good faith estimate of costs
implicit rent
intermediation

negative equity
nonrecourse mortgage
REO property
recourse

shadow inventory
teaser rate
tranches

SAMPLE QUESTIONS
1. A second trust deed can be distinguished from a first trust deed by:
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a. the heading of the instrument.
c. the time and date of recording.
b. the information contained in the note.
d. None of these.
2. Which of the following is true regarding promissory notes?
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a. They are used as security for trust deeds.
b. Discounting a note indicates it is being sold at more than the face value, or the amount
still owing on the principal.
c. They are always used when real state is sold.
d. They are the evidence of the debt.
3. Hypothecate means:
a. to give a thing as security without giving possession.
b. to sell.
c. to substitute.
d. to alienate.
4. Who generally benefit the most by a subordination clause in a trust deed?

a. one year.
b. fifteen months.
6. The beneficiary of a trust deed is most likely a:
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a. The beneficiary.
c. The trustee.
b. The trustor.
d. The county tax assessor.
5. Total foreclosure time under a trustee’s sale on a trust deed is minimally:
c. three months.
d. four months.

a. buyer.
c. trustee.
b. bank.
d. borrower.
7. A clause in a trust deed calling for an assignment of rents most benefits the:
a. trustee.
b. trustor.
8. On each payment of an amortized loan:
a.
b.
c.
d.

c. purchaser.
d. beneficiary.

the same amount applies to principal each month.
there will be a balloon payment.
the amount applying to the principal increases with each payment.
None of these is true.

Chapter 4: Financing
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9. Which of the following are most related to each other?
a. Taxes and insurance.
c. Assessment and book value.
b. Points and interest.
d. Interest and taxes.
10. In the context of mortgage finance, a beneficiary statement is made:
a. to designate the person who will receive the property in the event of the borrower’s
death.
b. by the insurer, stating the amount that will be paid to the policyholder if the
improvements are destroyed.
c. by the lender to state the current balance required to pay off a real estate loan.
d. by the homeowner, listing the beneficial features of an assumable loan.
11. A CalVET buyer finances the property with a:
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a. trust deed and note.
c. mortgage.
b. contract of sale.
d. lease with an option to purchase.
12. When the debt has been paid in full, the trustee will record what legal instrument to remove
the lien on a trust deed from the public record?
a. Statement of complete release.
b. Satisfaction of payment.
13. In a period of deflation:

c. Redemption certificate.
d. Reconveyance deed.
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a. the value of money increases.
c. the gross national product increases.
b. profits increase.
d. the value of commodities increase.
14. When the Federal Reserve (the Fed) increases the reserve requirements, referred to as tight
money policy, it will:
a. result in more construction starts.
b. increase the supply of funds available for making real estate loans.
c. reduce deflationary pressures.
d. decrease loan activity.
15. If a lender accepts a deed-in-lieu of foreclosure, the lender:
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a. also receives a power of sale from the trustor.
b. takes ownership of the property free and clear of all liens.
c. goes to court and get a deficiency judgment.
d. assumes any junior liens.
16. Gale is the beneficiary of a $1,500,000 deed of trust on a single family home. Frank, the trustor,
made $200,000 in payments before going into default. At the trustee’s sale, the property sold for
$1,000,000, resulting in a $300,000 deficiency. In California, a deficiency judgment cannot be
obtained:
a. if the security is a purchase money trust deed.
b. if foreclosed through a trustee’s sale.
c. if the fair market value (FMV) of the property exceeds the amount due on the trust deed.
d. Any of the above.
17. When a borrower defaults on a loan and the lender initiates judicial foreclosure, the right of
possession to the property is held by the 			 during the redemption period.
a. mortgagee
b. commissioner designated by the court

c. mortgagor
d. sheriff

Chapter 4: Financing
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ANSWER KEY
1. c — The priority of trust deeds is determined by the time and date of recording.
2. d — Promissory notes are the evidence of debt. Trust deeds are security for debt. Though
promissory notes and trust deeds are frequently used as the loan instruments, there are
alternatives, such as a land sales contract. Note when the word “always” appears in an answer
choice, one exception defeats its accuracy.
3. a — To hypothecate is to offer property (real or personal) as security for a loan without giving
up possession.
4. b — The borrower (trustor) benefits the most from a subordination clause since this makes it
easier to obtain an additional loan on their property. For example, the buyer of vacant land can
obtain a construction loan more easily if the loan against the land will be subordinated to the
construction loan.
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5. d — A trustee’s sale includes a three month redemption period followed by three weeks of
advertising the sale for a total just short of four months if the sale is processed without any
delay. In practice, it is generally longer.
6. b — The beneficiary is the lender. Therefore, the only answer selection that applies is the
bank.
7. d — An assignment of rents clause allows the lender to collect the rents on an income-producing
property when the borrower defaults on the underlying loan.
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8. c — With an amortized loan, whether fully or only partially amortized, the balance of the
loan is reduced with each payment. Therefore, the interest portion of the payment decreases
and the principal portion increases with each payment made.
9. b — While all answer selections relate to one another, points and prepaid interest are
synonymous, making this answer selection the best match.
10. c — A lender (beneficiary) delivers a beneficiary statement to escrow as a statement of
required funds to release the existing debt.
11. b — CalVET loans are land contract purchases with the state functioning as the vendor.
12. d — A trustee records a reconveyence deed to release a trust deed.
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13. a — Deflation is the opposite of inflation where money becomes worth less.
14. d — The tightening of money allows less money to be available for lending.

15. d — When the holder of the first trust deed accepts a deed-in-lieu, they become responsible
for all liens junior to their position.
16. d — In order to receive a deficiency judgment, a mortgage holder must use the judicial
foreclosure option rather than a trustee’s sale.
17. c — The borrower (mortgagor) has possession during the redemption period.
18. c — When full payment of arrears and costs have been made, the loan has been reinstated,
bringing the loan current and placing the borrower in good standing.
19. d — The demand would be on Maria for the full amount of the monies owed regardless of the
discounted price paid for the note.
20. d — It is the borrower (trustor) who gives the authority to sell to the trustee.

Glossary
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Glossary
A

abandonment
A unilateral termination of a tenancy by forfeiture, delivered by the landlord based on notices from
the landlord.					
absorption rate
The estimated time required to sell or lease property within a designated area at its fair market
value.					
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abstract of title
A summary or digest of all transfers, conveyances, legal proceedings, and any other facts relied on
as evidence of title, showing continuity of ownership, together with any other elements of record
which may impair title.					
acceleration
A demand for immediate payment of all amounts remaining unpaid on a loan or extension of
credit by a mortgage lender or carryback seller.				
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accession
The physical addition to property through man-made efforts or by natural forces.		
accretion
Accession by natural forces, e.g., alluvium.					

acknowledgment
A formal declaration made before an authorized person, e.g., a notary public, by a person
who has signed an instrument stating that the signature was his or her free act. In this state
an acknowledgment is the statement by an officer such as a notary that the signatory to the
instrument is the person represented to be.					
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acre
A measure of land equaling 160 square rods, or 4,840 square yards, or 43,560 square feet, or a tract
about 208.71 feet square.					
addendum
An attachment to a contract, rental or lease agreement for incorporating any provision agreed to
but not included in the boilerplate provisions of the agreement.					
adjustable rate mortgage
A variable interest rate note, often starting out with an introductory teaser rate, only to reset at a
much higher rate in a few months or years based on a particular index.
adjusted basis
The cost basis of a property after the application of additions for further improvements and
deductions for destruction of improvements and depreciation.					
adobe
Also known as clay, adobe soil is a naturally occurring heavy material which readily cracks and is
composed primarily of fine-grained minerals.					

